Abstract. We study the problem of the product property for the Lempert function with many poles and consider some properties of this function mostly for plane domains.
Introduction
Let A and B be at most countable non-empty subsets of domains D and G in C n and C m , respectively. We say that the Lempert function l D×G (A×B, ·) with pole set A×B has the product property at the point (z, w) ∈ D × G if l D×G (A × B, (z, w)) = max{l D (A, z), l G (B, w)}.
It is easy to see that this property is true if A and B are singletons (cf. [4] ). Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition for the product property for the Lempert function has been given in [2] (Theorem 4.1), when B is a fixed singleton and A varies over all finite subsets of D; namely, the product property holds if and only if l G (B, w) is equal to the pluricomplex Green function g G (B, w) with pole at B. Unfortunately, the proof of this result contains a gap (more precisely, there is a gap in the proof of Lemma 2.3). A main purpose of this paper is to prove a more general version of this lemma (Lemma 4 below), which allows us not only to give a corrected proof of the above mentioned result but also to refine it (Theorem 5).
Concerning the case when the pole sets are not singletons, it has been shown in [2] that the product property for the Lempert function is not true even in the case of the unit bidisc D 2 . So it is natural to study when this property holds for D 2 when each of the pole sets A and B has two elements. A second purpose of the paper is to show that if, in addition, l D (A, 0) = l D (B, 0) > 0, then the product property for l D 2 (A×B, (0, 0)) is true if and only if there is a rotation sending A to B (Theorem 7). This result allows us to construct easy various examples of arbitrarily large pole sets of the unit disc for which the product property for the Lempert function of the bidisc is not satisfied.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give basic facts about the Lempert function and its variations. In Section 3 we obtain explicit formulas for these functions in the plane case and descriptions of their extremal discs (which may be considered as an analogue of geodesic curves). These results are used in Section 5 to construct various counterexamples to the product property of the Lempert function. Section 4 contains proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 5 mentioned above.
Preliminaries
Let D be a domain in C n . Let z ∈ D and let A be at most countable non-empty subset of D (in the paper we consider only such sets). Denote by D the unit disc in C and define
where the infimum is taken over all subsets (λ a ) a∈A of D for which there exists a ϕ ∈ O(D, D) with ϕ(0) = z and ϕ(λ a ) = a for any a ∈ A (it is shown in [6] that there are such subsets). The function l D (A, ·) is called the Lempert function with poles at A (cf. [2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9] ). Note that l D (a, ·) := l D ({a}, ·) is the classical Lempert function. The Lempert function is monotone under inclusion of pole sets; moreover (see [6] ),
B is a finite non-empty subset of A}, and therefore,
For any fixed N ∈ N * := N ∪ {∞} and a, z ∈ D, set (see [2] )
where the infimum is taken over all subsets (λ j ) N j=1 of D for which there exists a ϕ ∈ O(D, D) with ϕ(0) = z and ϕ(λ j ) = a, j = 1, . . . , N (obviously, there are such subsets). Note that we may also define another function, denote it byl N D (a, z) in a similar way as above but we allow some of the λ j 's to be equal and we count them not more than the multiplicity ord λ j ϕ of ϕ at λ j . We shall show that both functions coincide.
Claim.l
We follow the ideas of A. Edigarian (see e.g. [3] ) who shows the result for N = ∞. Assume that N < ∞.
It is sufficient to get thatl
, where λ 1 , . . . , λ l are pairwise distinct numbers with l j=1 k j = N, k j ≥ 1, and
Consider the mapping ϕ t (z) = ϕ(tz),
Since ψ t is a bounded, it follows that for any s = s t < 1, sufficiently close to 1, the mapping ϕ s,t defined by the formula
belongs to the family O(D, D), ϕ s,t (0) = z, and the zeroes of the double product are pair-wise different. Thus
where the supremum is taken over all u : D → [−∞, 0) such that u(·) − log || · −a|| is bounded from above near any a ∈ A. Is it known that (cf. [3] )
where the infimum is taken over all ϕ ∈ O(D, D) with
We shall see bellow that this infimum coincides with l To show that lim
). We claim that for every λ ∈ D \ {0} there are infinitely many solutions of the equation f (z) = λ from D and that the product of absolute values of these solutions coincides with |λ|. Indeed, this follows from the fact that the function Φ λ • f has no zero radial limits and hence it is an infinite Blaschke product (cf. [3] ). To complete the proof, similarly as above, we consider compositions of f with the competitors for l N D (a, z). An application of the Schwarz-Pick lemma gives us the following explicit formulas in the case of the unit disc:
Moreover, if z ∈ A, then the l D (A, z)-extremal discs are the automorphisms of D, sending 0 to z. If z = a, n ∈ N, then one may easily see that the l N D (a, z)-extremal discs are the Blaschke products of degree less than or equal to N, which map 0 into z. Now, we are going to deal with the non-simply connected plane domains whose boundaries contain more than one point. 
(1)
are the functions of the form π • r, where r is a rotation.
Proof. We shall only prove the statements for l N D (a, z), since the proof for l D (A, z) is similar.
Without loss of generality we may assume that a = z.
Certainly, M ≤ N. Note that ord λ j,k ϕ = ord λ j,k r. Then it easily follows from the Schwarz Lemma that
Therefore,
Since π(λ j ) = z, j = 1, . . . , M, we easily get from the way we chose µ j that M = N and, up to a permutation of the sequence (λ j ) we also have |λ j | = |µ j |, j = 1, . . . , N and the inequalities above become equalities, which in view of the Schwarz Lemma implies that l j = ν j,1 = 1, j = 1, . . . , N and finally r is a rotation.
Recall now that if the boundary of a plane domain is a polar set, then the usual Green function vanishes identically (see e.g. [4] ). Otherwise, we have the following description of the l ∞ D -extremal discs (see [7] ), which completes the picture in the plane case. 
Product property of the Lempert function
It is known that the Green function has the product property (cf. [3] ). In this paragraph we shall prove a result describing when the product property of the Lempert function holds if one the pole sets is singleton. It is a slight generalization of Theorem 2.1 in [2] . As we already mentioned, the main point in the proof will be the following lemma whose proof (of a less general version) in [2] (see Lemma 2.3 there) seems to be false. We claim that the functions g and h are continuous and if a → 1, then g(a) → p and h(a) → 1. We also have the equality g(0) = h(0) = √ p.
The only problem with these properties is the continuity of functions h and g in the case N = ∞, so assume that N = ∞. To prove the continuity, we easily see that both functions are upper semicontinuous. On the other hand, their lower semicontinuity follows by the inequalities
and the continuity of the first products. So, if q ≤ √ p, then there exists an a ∈ [0, 1) with N j=1 |z j (a)| = q; otherwise, we find an a ∈ [0, 1) with N j=1 |w j (a)| = q. We shall now consider the case p = 0. Having in mind the case proved above, it is sufficient to show that there exist f ∈ O(D, D) and points ). It follows by the Rouché theorem that the functions z − µ j and f − µ j have the same numbers of zeroes inside the disc {z ∈ C : |z| < |µ j |}. Hence for any j ≤ k there is a unique η j from this disc such that f (η j ) = µ j . On the other hand, similarly as in the proof of Proposition 1, the function Φ µ j • f is an infinite Blaschke product. Therefore, for any j > k, we may choose η j with |η j | > 2 −2 −j and f (η j ) = µ j . Thus , w) , because the opposite inequality always holds. We know that for any ε > 0 there exist ϕ ∈ O(D, G) and pair-wise distinct points η 1 , η 2 , · · · ∈ D such that ϕ(0) = w, ϕ(η j ) = b, j = 1, 2, . . . and
Note that we may choose ψ ∈ O(D, D) with ψ(0) = w and ψ(
Corollary 6. (see [2] ) Let D and G be domains in C n and C m , respectively, and let z ∈ D, w, b ∈ G. Then the equality
holds for any nonempty at most countable A ⊂ D if and only if
Note that by the Lempert theorem (cf. [4] ) the last equality holds for any convex domains. It is also true for the symmetrized bidisc which is not biholomorphic to a convex domain (see [1] , see also [?]).
Counterexamples to the product property of the Lempert function
Let G be a plane domain and let D be a domain in C n . Theorem 5 and the explicit formula for l N G (Proposition 2) show that the product property for l D×G (A × {b}, (z, w)), b = w, holds if and only if either G is simply connected or its complement is a singleton.
In this paragraph we shall see that the product property for the Lempert function of the bidisc is a seldom phenomenon if each of the pole sets has more than one element.
We also show that the left-hand side inequality in Theorem 5 is not a good candidate for a modified product property; namely, this inequality is strict, in general, for non-simply connected domains whose boundaries contain more than one point.
Since the Green function has the product property, it does not exceed the Lempert function and both functions coincide on the unit disc, it follows that A × B, (z, w) ).
On the other hand, we have In addition, if B = e iθ A, θ ∈ R, then the l D 2 (A × B, (0, 0))-extremal discs are of the form (r, e iθ r), where r is a rotation. Proof. Let A = {a 1 , a 2 }, B = {b 1 , b 2 }, and let ψ = (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) be an l D 2 (A×B, (0, 0))-extremal disc. Then there are a set J ⊂ {1, 2}×{1, 2} and numbers
In particular, #J ≥ 2, and ψ 1 , ψ 2 are rotations or Blaschke products of degree two. If #J = 3, then ψ 1 or ψ 2 must be simultaneously a rotation and a Blaschke product of degree two, which is a contradiction.
Let #J = 4. Then we may assume that
for some α, β ∈ D, t ∈ R. Therefore,
). It follows that that
. Then a straightforward calculation leads to the equality
It is easy to see that if α = β, then both roots of the equation
It remains to consider the case #J = 2. Then either (1, 2), (2, 1) ∈ J, or (1, 1), (2, 2) ∈ J. It follows that ψ 1 and ψ 2 must be rotations, say ψ 1 (z) = e iθ 1 z, ψ 2 (z) = e iθ 2 z, θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ R, and hence B = e iθ A, where
Conversely, it is clear that if B = e iθ A and r is a rotation, then the mapping (r, , (0, 0) ). Now the inequality (2) 
Proof. It suffices to note that there exist uncountable many w's with l D (A, z) = l D (B, w), but at most two w's for which there is an automorphism of D, sending z to w and A to B.
We do not know whether Theorem 7 still holds for sets with equal numbers of elements, greater than 1. However, this theorem and the next proposition provide for given (z, w) ∈ D 2 a large class of counterexamples to the product property of l D 2 (A × B, (z, w)) for pole sets A and B with arbitrary numbers of elements, greater than 1.
Proposition 9. Let D and G be domains in C n and C m , respectively. Let z ∈ D, w ∈ G, A ⊂ D, B ⊂ G and q ∈ (0, 1) be such that
Proof. It is easy to see that
Remark. Recall that if the boundary of a planar domain D is a non-polar set, then there exists a polar set F ⊂ ∂D such that lim a→a 0 g D (a, z) = 1 for any a 0 ∈ (∂D) \ F and any z ∈ D. Since
it follows that for a given q ∈ (0, 1) and N ∈ N * there is a set A with N elements and with dist(A, a 0 ) < 1 − q, and g D (A, z) > q. So, we may provide the inequality (3) for any planar domains whose boundaries are non-polar. Now we shall prove two results showing that the left-hand side inequality in Theorem 5 is also strict for general plane domains.
Proposition 10. Let D and G be plane domains whose boundaries contain more than one point, w, b ∈ G, w = b, z ∈ D. Assume that G is non-simply connected. Then there exists a countable set
Moreover, if the boundary of G is a non-polar set, then
Proof. Since l D (·, z) is a continuous function, l D (z, z) = 0 and lim a→∂D l D (a, z) = 1 (which follows by the explicit formula for l D (a, z)), we may find a 1 with l D (a 1 , z) = l G (b, w) > 0. Using similar argument, we obtain a sequence of points a 1 , a 2 , · · · ∈ D such that
Moreover, each of these points can be chosen in uncountable many ways. Thus, if π ∈ O(D, G) and τ ∈ O(D, D) are cover maps with π(0) = w and τ (0) = z, then we may assume that
Suppose now that for some N ∈ N \ {1} we have l D (A N , z) = l D×G (A N × {b}, (z, w)).
Since D × G is a taut domain, there exists anl D×G (A N × {b}, (z, w))-extremal disc (ϕ, ψ). Then ϕ and ψ must bel D (A N , z)-extremal disc and l N D (b, w)-extremal disc, respectively. By Proposition 2, we may assume that ψ = π and ϕ = τ • e iθ for some real θ. In particular, there are η 1 ∈ π −1 (b) ∩ e −iθ τ −1 (a 1 ) and η 2 ∈ π −1 (b) ∩ e −iθ τ −1 (a 2 ). A contradiction with (4) .
We are going to the second part of the proposition. First, we shall show that there exists an l D×G (A × {b}, (z, w) )-extremal disc. Let ξ N , N ∈ N, be an l D×G (A N × {b}, (z, w) , (z, w) ).
